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 JANET DEAN FODOR

 LEARNABILITY AND PARSABILITY:

 A REPLY TO CULICOVER*

 1. GENERAL ISSUES

 Culicover's paper** (1984) addresses the question of whether parsing
 considerations might undermine the motivation for certain syntactic

 constraints that can contribute to degree-2 learnability. He argues that
 they don't. I believe that they do, though not in quite the way he has in
 mind.

 One point of clarification is in order to begin with. There are two

 distinct ways in which parsing considerations might threaten a proposed
 explanation for some constraint based on learnability theory. First, there is
 the possibility that the putatively ungrammatical sentences which the

 constraint excludes are in fact grammatical, but are unacceptable to a
 native speaker because they are difficult to parse. In this case, there would
 be no constraint for learning considerations to explain. Second, there is the

 possibility that these sentences are indeed ungrammatical, but that they
 would be so difficult to parse if they were part of the language that it is

 understandable that they should be excluded by a grammatical constraint.

 In this case, there would be a constraint (and perhaps the very one that the
 learninig theory suggests), but the existence of a plausible parsing explana-
 tion for its existence would challenge the claim that it is to be explained in
 terms of learnability. I think that Culicover has the first of these alter-
 natives in mind.

 The distinction is surely an important one for the development of a
 general theory of interactions between performance and competence
 systems in natural languages, but it also tends to be a very difficult
 distinction to draw in practice. Fortunately we can afford to ignore it in most
 of what follows, since the focus of discussion is simply on whether the
 example sentences offend against some general principle of parsing. It will

 * I would like to thank Stephen Crain, Peter Culicover, Frank Heny, Howard Lasnik, Ken
 Wexler and an anonymous reviewer for their wise advice, especially on section 6 where wise
 advice was badly needed. The weaknesses and downright errors that remain will be easily
 recognizable as my own.

 ** Editors' Note. This paper began as a referee's report on the preceding one. Adrian
 persuaded the author (and the author of the preceding paper) that it should be expanded and
 published as an independent contribution. We are very happy to be able to include it in this
 issue.

 Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 2 (1984) 105-150. 0167-806X/84/0021-0105 $04.60
 ? 1984 by D. Reidel Publishing Company
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 106 JANET DEAN FODOR

 become relevant only where disagreement arises about the descriptive
 adequacy of a learning-motivated constraint. If true ungrammaticality is
 involved, then any alternative constraint that is proposed must be formul-

 able in grammatical terms, not just in performance-related terms. But we

 can set this problem aside at least for a while.

 Concentrating first on the Raising Principle (RP), here is the problem C

 is confronting in his paper, as I understand it.

 (i) RP can contribute to degree-2 learnability, but so also could various

 alternative constraints, so learning considerations alone don't show that

 RP is correct.

 (ii) Certain patterns of data in English tend to support RP, but there are

 other examples which don't; at the very least they call for modifications.

 (iii) There is a difference between the examples which do conform to

 RP and those which don't, which makes some sense in terms of sentence

 parsing; the ungrammatical (? unacceptable) examples would be expected

 to be harder to parse than the grammatical ones.

 (iv) Hence (whichever of the two approaches to parsing explanations

 we consider appropriate here) we are left without empirical linguistic

 support for RP, since it looks as if parsing considerations offer the best

 account of the data.

 (v) At best, this robs us of one positive argument for the claim that

 natural languages are shaped by the needs of learning (though of course

 this could be remedied if some substitute for RP in the learnability proofs

 could then be shown to have linguistic support); at worst (that is, if a
 similar line of reasoning could be developed for all of the constraints
 suggested by learnability considerations), the whole explanatory project
 would be in serious jeopardy.

 C defends the project against this threat by arguing against point (iii).
 The structure of his argument is not unassailable. It seems to be this. One

 potential parsing explanation for the original data turns out to be

 incompatible with a wider range of examples. Since this explanation was a

 plausible one, its failure suggests that no adequate parsing explanation

 may be forthcoming. However, even if this proposed explanation is not

 plausible, is nothing but a straw man, we should still be sceptical about

 parsing explanations because (unlike learning explanations) they are not
 derived from a well-developed general theory of parsing and the demands

 it imposes on language structure.

 At the risk of underlining the obvious, .1 note that the first, empirical,
 half of this argument could stand alone without the methodological

 addendum, if C could make the stronger claim that parsing considerations
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 LEARNABILITY AND PARSABILITY 107

 could not in principle handle the data (e.g., because parsing explanations
 can only make reference to certain sorts of properties of sentences and

 these properties are uncorrelated with the phenomenon to be explained).
 To defend this claim would be a very ambitious endeavor, and of
 correspondingly great interest if it were to succeed, but C does not set his
 sights so high. The next most convincing approach would be to show that
 all particular parsing explanations that might be proposed are inadequate,
 either because they make incorrect claims about parsing or because they
 don't cover the linguistic data. This would be an exhausting endeavor, but
 necessarily a non-exhaustive one, since we can't list in advance of all

 further research a finite set of relevant parsing hypotheses; we could
 hardly expect C to embark on this. Lowering the sights yet again, one
 might try to show that the best parsing explanation that anyone can come
 up with at present is inadequate. Such a demonstration, however convinc-
 ing, clearly wouldn't settle the issue once and for all. Nevertheless, it
 would still be of some interest; after all, competitions between alternative

 theories are typically not settled decisively even within the more narrowly
 linguistic kind of linguistic argumentation. On the other hand, this kind of

 demonstration won't even count as a straw in the wind unless we are given
 some reason to believe that the parsing explanation presented and
 discredited is the best available at present.

 What I will argue is that we can do a great deal better than the
 explanation that C considers in his paper, and that learnability theorists
 therefore have a lot more work to do if they wish to defend their project
 against possible inroads from parsing theories. Before going any further, I
 would like to declare my neutrality. I have no special interest to showing

 that all grammatical constraints are motivated by parsing considerations.

 In fact, I sincerely doubt that they are, at least in the point-by-point
 fashion contemplated by C. (See Crain and Fodor, 1984, for discussion of

 a deeper and more general relation between the demands of parsing and
 the properties of natural language grammars.) My goal in this paper is
 merely to set the record straight on the example sentences that C has
 presented, and incidentally to defend the honor of parsing theorists - I
 wouldn't like the weaknesses of the parsing account that C considers to be
 taken as a reflection on the state of the art.

 What about C's methodological point? I won't attempt to discuss it in
 detail here, but I believe it can be countered to some extent. First, there
 are formal theorems about parsing, and they have had some impact on the
 development of particular parsing models, though other people are more
 competent than I am to explain their import. (See Berwick and Weinberg,
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 108 JANET DEAN FODOR

 1982, for a recent review.) Second, a number of quite specific parsing
 models have been developed and at least partially tested against empirical
 data, and these help to anchor the kinds of account one might give for

 particular example sentences - if one wants to be taken seriously, one can't

 cook up just any old account that suits one's immediate purposes. In fact,
 the study of parsing is probably in better shape at present in this respect

 than the study of learning. For learning, we have some formal jroofs and
 some empirical observations, but very little to link the two - that is, very

 little in the way of specific models of what mental operations a child
 performs, what hypotheses he tests, in what sequence and with what

 consequences. Baker (1979), Roeper (1981) and others have begun to
 tackle these questions, and their work is of considerable interest, but I'm

 sure it would be agreed that the results do not yet allow us to decide with
 confidence between different formulations of the constraints that con-

 tribute to learnability. And there certainly seems to be little basis for the
 claim (whether or not this is really what C has in mind) that the difference
 in formal grounding means that learnability explanations should be

 favored over parsability explanations until and unless decisive empirical
 evidence is available.

 I will set aside any such general points of principle in what follows, and

 will hug the empirical ground as closely as possible. Suppose that none
 of the formal parsability results are applicable to psychological model
 building. And suppose that none of the parsing models developed so far
 comes close to the truth about the human sentence parsing mechanism.

 Still, we have over the years built up a pretty reliable list of general parsing
 phenomena that can be extended with some confidence to new examples. I

 would include on this (heterogeneous) list: center-embedding; 'minimal

 attachment' or some comparable simplicity principle; short constituents
 stranded after long ones; lexical expectations and other frequency effects;
 temporary ambiguity and garden path effects. I will suggest below that we
 can give a sensible account of almost all of C's examples by appeal to such
 well-attested phenomena and a few other commonsensical assumptions.

 (The few remaining examples seem to have to do not with parsing but with
 properties of UG. Whether and how these relate to learning is the topic of
 the final section of this paper.)

 2. ACCOUNTING FOR RP

 Wexler and Culicover (1980) (henceforth W & C) note in their discussion
 of RP that the crucial examples involve the extraposition of some
 constituent from a noun phrase. These include C's examples (5) and (6),
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 LEARNABILITY AND PARSABILITY 109

 repeated but renumbered here:

 (1) a. A review-came out last week [of a new book by Fred].
 b. Some people-greeted me [from Philadelphia].
 c. An analysis-will be necessary [of all those samples].
 d. I sold/gave a book/picture.to Bill [about/of Fred].

 (2) a. *Which book did a review come out last week oLf?
 b. *What city did you expeCt some people to greet you

 from-.2
 c. *This is the only sample that an analysis is necessary of.
 d. *Sam met the man that I sold/gave a book/picture to Bill

 about/ofL..

 In the examples in (2), a PP has been extraposed from an NP, and
 extraction from the PP is ungrammatical. W & C also cite cases of
 extraposition of relative clauses, and extraposition of sentential comple-
 ments. However, they note that certain PP and S complement examples
 appear not to abide by RP. Constituents can be extracted from extraposed
 subject complement clauses which do not have noun heads, as in (3), and
 also from PPs putatively extraposed from subject position, as in (4).

 (3) Who is it obvious [that Mary meLt]?

 (4) Which room is it very dark [inside.]?

 We might doubt that PP extraposition is involved in (4), since the
 phenomenon seems to be quite restricted; we have (5b) corresponding to
 (5a), but not (6b) corresponding to (6a).

 (5) a. Inside the room is very dark.
 b. It is very dark inside the room.

 (6) a. In the garage is the only place he'll meet with us.
 b. *It is the only place he'll meet with us in the garage.

 But setting this aside, the interesting point that W & C make about
 apparent counterexamples to RP such as (3) and (4) is that they have a
 dummy it in the position of the NP from which a constituent has been
 extraposed. W & C suggest that the parsing of sentences in which a
 constituent has been extraposed normally requires the mental reposition-
 ing of the extraposed phrase in its deep structure position, but that for the
 dummy it examples it is sufficient for the parser to establish some kind of
 interpretive relation between the it and the extraposed phrase. Thus we
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 110 JANET DEAN FODOR

 might account for the data without appeal to RP, and hence without the

 need to exempt the it cases somehow from RP, if we could argue that
 repositioning phrases into their gaps is a difficult task for the parser in such

 constructions. The examples that call for repositioning as opposed to

 interpretive linking might overload the parser and hence be rejected by

 informants even though perfectly grammatical.

 This is the origin of the particular parsing proposal that is given by W &

 C and quoted in this paper by C. It is observed that extraposition without

 replacement by it creates a gap to the left of its filler, and that this gap is a
 'doubtful' one (in the sense of Fodor, 1978). Presumably, therefore, the

 parser won't detect the gap, and hence won't take any steps to link it to its

 filler, until it encounters the filler later in the sentence. We know that the

 parser can cope with this kind of last-minute filling of doubtful gaps that

 precede their fillers, since mere extraposition of PP or S does not lead to a

 breakdown in parsing. But if an element of the extraposed phrase has been

 extracted, as in the examples is (2) above, the parser has to sort out an
 extra complication; it has to reconstruct the extraposed phrase, as well as

 reinsert it into its gap. W & C assume, without explaining why, that the gap

 within the PP filler in examples like those in (2) must be filled before the

 filler is itself returned to its own gap position.' But with or without this
 assumption, it's clear that one could at least try to make the case that the

 examples in (2) are unacceptable because the combination of these two
 parsing operations would strain the limited -capacity of the parsing

 mechanism.

 My own hunch, based on previous work in this area, is that this isn't a

 very promising basis for an explanation, for I could find no constraints

 designed to alleviate problems due to doubtful gaps. (The XX Extraction
 Constraint of Fodor (1978) is no exception- to this since it involves a

 unique kind of problem for the parser; see below.) In general, full

 I There may be a reason for assuming this sequence of operations. If the extraposed PP is
 returned to its gap position first, before its internal gap has been filled, the filling of this
 internal gap would require the parser to overlook the constraint against extracting con-
 stituents out of subject phrases. But in general it seems most efficient for the parser to be
 responsive to the island constraints, since this would keep it from wasting effort on
 illegitimate analyses of sentences. There is even experimental evidence that the parser does
 take account, on line, of at least some grammatical constraints on gap filling (see Crain and
 Fodor, 1983). (It might be thought that assuming the opposite sequence of gap-filling events,
 and assuming that the parser does abide by the constraints, would provide just the sort of
 explanation C is seeking for the unacceptability of the RP examples. But this won't work
 if it is also unacceptable to extract from a PP extraposed from an object NP; if, for example,
 Which sample did you make an analysis yesterday of? is less acceptable than Which sample
 did you make an analysis of yesterday?, as it seems to be.)
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 ambiguities appear to be the source of far more constraints than temporary
 ambiguities of the kind created by doubtful gaps. Notice that the W & C

 examples contain only temporary ambiguities; since one filler is a noun

 phrase and the other a prepositional phrase, there is only one possible
 assignment of fillers to gaps.

 There also exist many other sentence types in which two computational

 operations interact with each other without creating serious parsing

 problems. For example, in (7) and (8), just as in (2), there is a filler (what

 Tom said to his parents) which itself contains a gap (after said) that needs
 to be filled (by what).

 (7) [What Tom said-to his parents] I can't imagine-.

 (8) I reportedLto Susan [what Tom said-to his parents].

 Admittedly there are some differences from (2). In (7) the larger filler
 precedes its gap. In both (7)>and (8) the smaller filler as well as its gap is

 inside the larger filler rather than elsewhere in the sentence. But still it is

 relevant that there is no sign of any difficulty in these examples, for this

 shows that the W & C proposal cannot be read as a very general 'parser

 overload' explanation. Instead, the putative parsing problem would have

 to be intimately related to the specific pattern of fillers and gaps in the

 examples in (2), i.e., F1 ... G2 ... F2 [... G1 *..].
 Obviously we cannot rule out the possibility, either a priori or in

 practice, of constraints that are responsive to problems created by very

 particular filler + gap configurations. There is, after all, the Nested Depen-

 dency Constraint (see Fodor, 1978, and references therein). But at least

 one can come up with a story (in fact, there is more than one in the

 literature) about why the filler + gap configuration that the NDC is

 sensitive to might be especially troublesome. That's not easy in the case

 of the RP examples.

 Culicover suggests that "it is perceptually difficult to find a gap hidden
 to the left of a filler if the filler itself must first be reconstituted by filling a

 gap of its own." Why is it difficult to find such o gap? We've observed that
 in the examples in (2) the extraposition gap is doubtful, and hence not

 detectable until its filler is found later in the sentence. C suggests that by
 the time the extraposed filler is found, the head NP that it modifies has

 been translated into a semantic representation, so its syntactic structure

 then has to be reconstructed in. order to determine the underlying position
 of the extraposed filler. It is this process of reconstruction which is

 supposed to overload the parser "if it is interfered with by the procedure
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 112 JANET DEAN FODOR

 that coindexes a gap with a fronted constituent," i.e., by the filling of the

 little gap inside the extraposed filler. C then notes that this proposal
 predicts that "the longer the time between parsing a constituent and the

 reconstruction of the constituent, the greater the degree of unaccept-
 ability." This prediction is easy enough to test, by consideration of

 examples in which PP extraposition is not complicated by subsequent

 extraction, and the distance between the head and the extraposed PP is
 varied. The one thing we have to be careful about is the possibility that the

 material that intervenes between the head and the PP may introduce
 irrelevant complications. For example, sentence (9) is almost impossible to

 interpret as the result of PP extraposition, unlike (10), because of the very
 strong preference for associating the PP with the closest NP.

 (9) Nobody suspected the man from the CIA.

 (10) Nobody suspected me from the CIA.

 Controlling for this as best we can, we may compare (10) with (11), in
 which there is a much greater distance between the NP head and the
 extraposed PP.

 (11) Nobody even seems inclined to suspect me from the CIA.

 It is very difficult to convince oneself that (11) is less acceptable, or

 even harder to decode, than (10). This doesn't completely rule out C's
 suggestion that recovering the gap for the extraposed PP is what makes

 the RP examples unacceptable, for it might be that the delay due to coping

 with the other filler + gap relation in those examples is greater than any
 delay due to the processing of more intervening words in (11). But
 certainly there is no positive encouragement here for the delay hypothesis.

 C proceeds to demolish his own delay hypothesis by considering other
 examples which have the same filler + gap pattem, F1 ... G2.... F2
 [... GI ... ], on the assumption that they should also be unacceptable if G2
 is doubtful, though not if it is doubtless and hence detectable as soon as it is

 encountered. His own arguments based on these examples are not without
 flaws, which I will point out below. But since neither C nor I have much
 sympathy for his delay hypothesis, it seems sensible to ignore it from now on.

 There are some much more obvious parsing-related problems in the RP
 examples which cry out for attention, and I will show that if we take these

 into account there is no need to advert to the filler + gap pattern in these
 examples to explain why they are unacceptable. The interaction of two
 filler + gap dependencies is only incidentally relevant, insofar as it happens
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 LEARNABILITY AND PARSABILITY 113

 to be one way of creating violations of other parsing-motivated principles.

 The most striking fact about the RP examples in (2) is that they end with

 a single preposition following a longer phrase to which it does not belong.

 In (2a), for example, the final of is either a sister or an aunt to come out last

 week. The very general Right Association or Local Association principle
 of Frazier and Fodor (1978), Wanner (1980), Fodor and Frazier (1980)

 predicts that the parser will tend to misconstrue this stranded preposition

 as a constituent of the preceding phrase. (Specifically, a short constituent

 will tend to attach to a preceding phrase as its daughter, rather than as its

 sister or aunt as is required in the examples in (2). The strength of this

 attachment preference is roughly proportional to the vertical distance in

 the phrase marker between the competing attachment sites, or to the linear

 distance between the item to be attached and the goveming predicate.)

 This cannot be the whole story about why the RP examples are difficult,

 for the same point could be made about the word inside in (4). (I do,
 incidentally, find (4) somewhat awkward; it certainly seems less natural
 than (3), which doesn't contain a stranded short constituent at the end.)

 I suggest that another factor at work in these examples is the marked-

 ness of the construction prior to extraction, i.e., of the corresponding

 examples in (1). PP extraposition is certainly grammatical in English, but it

 doesn't result in the most natural of sentences. This is in contrast to

 extraposition of a sentential complement (without a lexical head), as in the

 structure prior to extraction in example (3) (i.e., It is obvious that Mary met
 NP), which feels completely natural. I admit that this sort of intuition is

 hard to pin down, and that we don't yet have an adequate theory of

 markedness for syntax. (For instance, it might be that a rule is marked if
 and only if it is not a core rule as characterized by UG, or if and only if it is

 not a structure-preserving rule. But it might also be the case that some

 rules, just like some lexical items, simply happen to hover on the fringe of

 a grammar and that there is no principled differentiation at all between

 these marginal rules and the rules that are fully accepted as part of the

 grammar.)

 If we can set aside the theoretical problems and simply accept the
 intuitive judgments about relative markedness, then we can account for

 the contrast between the dummy it examples and the gap examples. The

 general principle would be: don't extract from a marked construction. In

 Fodor (1983) I gave other examples in support of this principle. For

 instance, both (12) and (13) are grammatical, but the order of pre-
 positional phrases is slightly more natural in (12) than in (13). This

 correlates with the acceptability of extraction from these prepositional
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 114 JANET DEAN FODOR

 phrases; (14a) is more acceptable than (14b), and (15a) than (15b).

 (12) You wrote on the wall with the crayon.

 (13) You wrote with the crayon on the wall.

 (14) a. What did you write on with the crayon?

 b. What did you write with the crayon on?

 (15) a. What did you write on the wall with?

 b. What did you write with on the wall?

 The principle also possibly has a connection with parsing, since there is

 evidence (see Fodor, 1978) that the parser establishes expectations based

 on frequency, and marked constructions tend to be infrequent. It would be

 understandable if the parser found it difficult to cope with additional

 distortions of a construction that it was not expecting to encounter in the

 first place.

 It must be conceded that this markedness principle is a relatively weak

 one; violating it does not in general appear to give rise to unacceptability

 great enough to be confused with ungrammaticality. But there is an

 interesting interaction between this principle and our earlier observation

 about stranded short constituents. PP extraposition serves a specific

 stylistic purpose. It is used to reduce the 'heaviness' of a phrase that

 appears early in a sentence. The undesirability of early heavy phrases is
 another very familiar phenomenon in the parsing literature, and several

 explanations have been proposed (see Frazier, 1984, for a recent dis-

 cussion). Correlated with this stylistic role of PP extraposition is the fact

 that it is applicable only to heavy PPs. Compare (1c), which has a

 reasonably long extraposed PP, with (16).

 (16) ?*An analysis will be necessary of it.

 Now we can see what is wrong with the RP examples. PP extraposition has

 applied. This is a marked rule, but one which serves a stylistic purpose.

 However, its stylistic purpose has been undermined by the subsequent

 extraction, which drastically reduces the heaviness of the extraposed PP.

 (It should be noted that all the discussions of heaviness and parsing

 implicate surface heaviness.) Furthermore, the extraction creates a prob-

 lem of a stranded short constituent, which wouldn't have existed if there

 had been no extraposition.2

 2 It is not clear whether these points cover all unacceptable examples of extraction from an
 extraposed PP. Ken Wexler (personal communication) has pointed out that Who did an
 analysis come out last week of a new book by? is also not fully acceptable, even though the
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 To summarize. There are three principles, all of which probably have

 some connection with parsing: (i) Don't strand short phrases after long
 ones; (ii) Don't extract from a marked construction; (iii) Extrapose only a

 heavy phrase. Violation of either (i) or (ii) by itself is not very serious,
 though violation of (iii) results in (near?) ungrammaticality even without
 extraction from the extraposed phrase as in (16). But the RP examples, in

 which extraposition interacts with extraction, make the worst of all three

 principles at once. The extraction is from a marked construction, it strands

 a preposition, and it thereby creates a heaviness violation in the extraposi-

 tion. We have no choite but to predict that the RP examples are no more

 acceptable, and are probably less acceptable, then (16). And this is just

 what W & C' have observed.

 More generally, we might expect some degree of unacceptability to

 result whenever two rules 'cancel each other out' in this fashion, parti-

 cularly if one of them is a marked rule. Another example that comes to

 mind is the interaction of Dative Movement and Heavy NP Shift in

 examples like (17), though in this case there is an ambiguity which might

 be sufficient to account for its unacceptability.

 (17) *I gave-some money the man who was begging outside the
 bus station.

 Nothing has been achieved here that couldn't have been achieved by

 leaving the direct and indirect objects in their underlying order. The same

 principle may be at work in the lexicon, to block passive forms of symmetric

 verbs such as resemble and marry; why bother to passivize, if the subject and

 object could just as well have been uttered the other way round anyway? (I

 don't mean to imply that there must be a lexical gap in such cases, only that
 it is not surprising if there is.)

 We now have to face up to the tricky question of whether and how these

 phenomena should be formally treated within the grammar. I'm not really

 sure about the 'whether' question, but I'll tentatively assume that we do

 need some sort of constraint in the grammar to exclude (2), just so that we

 can go on and raise the 'how' question.

 Suppose for the moment that I am right about why the examples in (2) are

 ungrammatical, and that this explanation does generalize to other examples

 extraposed phrase is still quite heavy after the extraction, and the preposition by is attached
 low in accord with the Right Association principle. However, the markedness extraction
 principle is still relevant, since extraposition of the PP is marked, and the extraction itself is
 also probably marked in this case. The NP who has been extracted from a PP inside an NP
 inside another PP, and such deep extractions seem to be less acceptable than shallower
 extractions even when nothing has been extraposed (e.g., who did you look at a new book by?
 seems to be more marked than Who did you look at?).
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 such as (17) and symmetric passives. It doesn't follow that the formal

 constraints which exclude these examples reflect this generalization. There

 might be separate constraints excluding the various different kinds of

 examples (or, in the case of the lexicon, no explicit constraint at all but just a

 lexical gap). How a grammar will incorporate a parsing-motivated con-

 straint is surely guided by its own internal economy principles. A simple

 highly valued constraint will be preferred over a linguistically unnatural

 one, even if the former reflects the reasons for its existence less trans-

 parently than the latter, and even if the class of examples it picks out isn't

 exactly the class that exhibits the parsing problem. Because of this, none of

 the foregoing observations constitutes an argument against RP as the

 appropriate constraint to exclude (2) (as long as it doesn't make wrong

 predictions about other examples, of course). The most that has been

 demonstrated is that RP may exist in the grammar (or in UG) for reasons

 other than degree-2 learnability.

 As a sheer matter of fact, however, it is not necessary to include RP in the

 grammar to rule out these examples, because the grammar already contains
 a constraint - the heaviness constraint on PP extraposition - that will do the

 job. All that needs to be assumed is that this heaviness constraint applies not

 at the point at which the PP. is extraposed, but as a filter over surface
 structures (see Hoffman, 1980). If this assumption is tenable, then there

 does indeed seem to be no compelling linguistic evidence at present for

 RP.3

 3. THE FREEZING PRINCIPLE

 The markedness extraction constraint (henceforth MEC) mentioned in the

 discussion of RP above does not distinguish between movements within a

 cyclic domain and movements out of a cyclic domain, and it therefore

 applies to some FP examples as well as some RP examples. There are some

 significant differences between MEC and FP, however. First, MEC is not
 proposed as an absolute constraint. Violations typically result only in

 lowered acceptability, with the degree depending on how marked the

 source construction was. Second, since it seems not to be the case that all

 3 A surface heaviness filter would not work for examples in which a constituent has
 illegitimately been extracted from a filler in COMP position. One might have thought that
 RP or (on slightly different assumptions) FP would be applicable to such examples, but W &
 C subsumed them under the Binary Principle. In the appendix to this more recent paper, C
 reviews some of the complications involved in assuming that constituents moved into COMP
 are frozen.
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 and only non-structure-preserving rules create marked constructions,

 MEC and FP apply to slightly different ranges of examples. This cannot be

 claimed with great certainty, because the notion of a marked construction

 remains an intuitive one at present, and because there is no settled

 agreement as to which rules are structure-preserving and which are not.

 But W & C take Dative Movement, for instance, to be non-structure-
 preserving, though it seems not to result in a marked construction

 (compared, for instance, to Heavy NP Shift); and they apparently take PP

 extraposition to be structure-preserving (since they apply RP to it, not FP),
 though this does result in a marked construction.

 I will consider first some problems conceming the linguistic motivation

 that has been offered for FP. (For other objections to FP, see Baker, 1977,
 and Williams, 1981.) Prime examples for FP are those in which an indirect

 object which has undergone Dative Movement is subsequently extracted,
 as in C's example (27), renumbered here.

 (18) *Who did Mary give-the umbrella?

 It has often been noted that sentences like (18) are ungrammatical for

 many speakers and marginal for others, while examples like (19), in which

 the direct object has been extracted, are fully grammatical. (However,
 Langendoen, Kalish-Landon and Dore, 1974, have reported a different

 pattern of judgements.)

 (19) What did Mary give John-?

 C proposes an analysis on which the verb and the indirect object (but not
 the direct object) form a non-structure-preserving constituent, which is

 frozen by FP. Thus the contrast between (18) and (19) is accounted for.

 However, FP also requires that no part of the indirect object can be
 extracted in a Dative construction, and it is not clear that this is so.

 The FP prediction is not an easy one to test because it involves

 comparisons among sentences none of which are fully natural. In (20) a
 noun phrase has been extracted from a larger noun phrase (without Dative
 Movement), and this is at least marginally acceptable.

 (20) Which company did you show your report on manpower to
 the director of?

 If we apply Dative Movement the result is (21), and this is indeed much
 worse than (20).

 (21) ?*Which company did you show the director of your report on
 manpower?
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 No argument about FP can be based on the unacceptability of (21),

 though, because it suffers from a serious ambiguity; the of prior to the
 extraction gap can be - and typically is - misconstrued as governing the

 following noun phrase, and only semantic or pragmatic considerations can

 reveal that this is not the intended analysis. To block this irrelevant

 ambiguity, we need to insert some intervening phrase, and I will use C's of
 all people for this purpose. (Note that this is quite different from the use to

 which C puts this phrase, which I will discuss below.) Thus we have (22) to
 compare with (23).

 (22) Which company did you show the director of, of all people,
 your report on manpower?

 (23) Which company did you show your report on manpower to the
 director of, of 'all people?

 Since (22) doesn't seem to be any less acceptable than (23), FP appears to
 be overly powerful; whatever constraint rules out extraction of a moved
 indirect object should not also rule out extraction of a constituent from
 within a moved indirect object.

 I have argued (Fodor, 1978) that FP is also too strong in its predictions
 about Heavy NP Shift examples. Certainly there are some fairly unac-

 ceptable extractions from a shifted NP, such as (24).

 (24) ?Who did you show to Alf a picture of?

 But notice that, just as in the case of the RP examples of the previous

 section, the extraction has reduced the heaviness of the shifted NP so that
 it no longer satisfies the heaviness condition' on Heavy NP Shift. So we

 don't need to appeal to FP to explain why this example is unacceptable. To

 create a good test example, we must extract from a much more complex

 noun phrase, which will remain heavy even after the extraction, and this
 means that once again we have to compare less than fully acceptable

 sentences. Consider (25), in which the object NP hasn't been shifted, with
 (26) in which it has.

 (25) Who did you show a beautiful colored photograph of to your
 brother?

 (26) Who did you show to your brother a beautiful colored pho-

 tograph of?

 Sentence (26), despite its greater overall complexity, seems far better than
 (24). In fact to my ear (26) is at least as good as (25), which would make it a
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 clear counterexample to FP. If other speakers consider (26) less natural
 than (25), this may be because of the potential garden path in (26), in
 which who is taken to fill the gap between show and to. We must also

 bear in mind that Heavy NP Shift constructions are marked; that is, even

 without subsequent extraction, as in (27) and (28), a shifted construction

 may be judged less natural than a corresponding unshifted one.

 (27) You showed a beautiful colored photograph of the baby to your
 brother.

 (28) You showed to your brother a beautiful colored photograph of
 the baby.

 And even if the difference between the extraction examples (25) and (26)

 is judged to be greater than the difference between (27) and (28), this can
 be attributed to the MEC: extracting from a marked construction

 magnifies its markedness. These examples thus do not support the claim
 that Heavy NP Shift freezes the verb phrase.

 C presents other examples in defense of his claim that shifted heavy NPs
 are frozen. These have a PP extraposed from the shifted NP, as in (29).

 (29) *Susan bought for Gertrude a picture-yesterday [of her
 grandmother].

 This is to be contrasted with (30), in which the PP has been extraposed

 from a (non-frozen) direct object after Dative Movement.

 (30) Susan bought Gertrude a picture-yesterday [of her grand-
 mother].

 The objection to these examples should be obvious by now; once again,
 markedness and heaviness conditions have been ignored. Dative Move-

 ment constructions aren't marked but Heavy NP Shift constructions are,

 so the source constructions for the extrapositions are not fully comparable.

 Also, Dative Movement is not subject to a heaviness condition (except a
 very weak one which excludes direct object pronouns, and very short

 dircct objects after long indirect objects), but Heavy NP Shift is. This is

 sufficient to account for the difference between (29) and (30), since PP

 extraposition has reduced the heaviness of the object noun phrase.

 Here too we can construct more complex examples to get around the

 heaviness condition. Consider (31) and (32).

 (31) Susan bought for Gertrude a wonderful colored photograph
 yesterday of her grandmother.
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 (32) Susan bought Gertrude a wonderful colored photograph yes-

 terday of her grandmother.

 The contrast between these two examples seems much diminished com-

 pared with that between (29) and (30). Perhaps (31) is still somewhat
 unnatural, but this may be because the stylistic purpose of moving heavy

 constituents to later sentence positions could have been achieved more

 simply. It could have been achieved, as (32) shows, by use of the unmarked

 Dative construction, rather than the marked Heavy NP Shift construction.

 It could also have been achieved by shifting the whole direct object NP

 after yesterday, as in (33), rather than by splitting it up and applying two

 separate movements to the head and its modifier.

 (33) Susan bought for Gertrude yesterday a wonderful colored

 photograph of her grandmother.

 At the very least, then, these Heavy NP Shift examples provide no clear

 positive support for FP.

 Other examples provide strong evidence against FP. C must claim

 that modifiers cannot be extraposed from the indirect object of a Dative

 construction, and he offers (34) and (35) in support of this prediction.

 (34) *John gave a man-an apple [who was from Philadelphia].

 (35) *Susan showed a crowd-the movie [of experts on birdsongs].

 Both of these sentences contain serious garden paths, which have often

 been noted and have been held to motivate no-ambiguity constraints on

 extraposition rules (see, for example, Hankamer, 1973). But even over-

 looking this problem, it is possible to find perfectly acceptable examples of

 this kind of construction, such as (36).

 (36) John gave everyone-an apple who asked for one.

 Like many other marked constructions, the extraposition of PPs and

 relative clauses is subject to a variety of rather subtle conditions on

 acceptability. One quite general effect (which I aon't pretend to be able to

 explain) is that the extraposition is more acceptable if the head is a

 quantified noun phrase, preferably a quantified pronoun such as everyone

 or nothing. It's still not clear why (34) is so much worse that (36). But

 certainly (36) shows that it cannot be FP that rules out (34).
 I have argued that none of C's attempts to motivate FP on descriptive

 grounds is satisfactory. The problem here is not that FP could be

 attributed to facts about parsing rather than to facts about learning, but
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 that FP is just factually incorrect. This leaves us with the non-extrac-
 tability of a moved indirect object, which must be accounted for somehow.
 In Fodor (1978), I suggested that the critical property of examples like

 (18) is the sequence of two phrases of the same syntactic category. In this

 case there are two NPs in a row, but I also cited other examples with two

 adjacent PPs headed by the same preposition. I expressed the generaliza-

 tion across these examples in the XX Extraction Constraint: "If at some

 point in its derivation a sentence contains a sequence of two constituents
 of the same formal type, either of which could be moved or deleted by a

 transformation, the transformation may not apply to the first constituent in

 the sequence."

 I argued that this constraint alleviates a specific parsing problem that

 afflicts XX constructions in which the first X constituent has been
 extracted. C gives a very misleading account of the parsing considerations

 (even allowing for his footnote 17), so I'll try to state them more clearly.

 There is reason to believe the parser is generally quite intelligent in its

 response to the temporary ambiguities created by doubtful gaps.

 Specifically, when faced with a potential NP gap position in a word string,

 the parser will construe this as a real gap just in case it is more likely than

 not that there was an NP in that position in the underlying structure.

 This strategy cannot remove all danger of the parser being garden
 pathed (since real gaps in unlikely gap positions will be overlooked, and

 false gaps in likely gap positions will be misidentified as real gaps), but it
 does maximize the probability of a successful parse.4 The special property

 4 Only a system which refrained from trying to resolve ambiguities until it had checked for
 the presence of any disambiguating cues later in the word string would do better than this. C's
 footnote 17 seems to imply that the possibility of such a system undermines my account of

 XX consiructions. He observes that "there is nothing logically wrong with a parser that
 considers all possible alternative analyses simultaneously." Nor, we might add, is there

 anything logically wrong with a parser that waits until the end of a sentence before imposing
 any structure on it. Whether either of these strategies would be more efficient than a guessing
 strategy in dealing with ambiguities in sentences would have to do with the internal
 economics of the parsing device - whether, for example, it has the computational capacity for
 parallel processing, and whether it has the memory capacity to hold unanalyzed material for
 several seconds. We cannot decide these issues a priori. But this is where facts about parsing
 come in handy in discussions about parsing. The weight of the empirical evidence is that the
 human sentence parsing mechanism does make syntactic decisions in advance of the
 evidence, and does not compute all possible analyses of a word string simultaneously. If it did,
 there would be no garden path phenomena; in fact there are many. (How many is a matter of

 debate at present. Marcus (1980) and others assume that the only garden paths are those that
 a perceiver becomes aware of: Frazier and Fodor (1978) and others assume that normal
 successful sentence processing typically involves on-line recovery from many minor garden
 paths that may never reach consciousness.)

 If one accepts the evidence in favour of serial processing, and ambiguity resolution prior to
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 of XX constructions is that even this intelligent strategy will fail to identify

 a gap in the first X position. We can suppose that the parser knows all that

 there is to know about the grammar, and makes use of this knowledge, and

 we can even suppose that it is expecting an X constituent in the relevant

 position; it still will not find the gap. This is because a construction in

 which the first of two Xs has been extracted will have an X in that position

 in the word string (though, of course, it is really the second of the

 underlying Xs, not the first). Thus the parser has no evidence for
 postulating a gap. Only when it discovers that there is no second X phrase

 will it have grounds for concluding that something is missing. Then it will

 recognize a gap, but a gap in the second X position, not the first. (We

 could imagine a hyperactive parser which hypothesized a gap of type X in

 every sentence position in which a constituent of type X is likely, without

 first checking to see if an X constituent is actually present. But this parser,

 unlike the one that I am proposing as a model of the human sentence

 parsing mechanism, would be wrong in the vast majority of cases. Most

 NP positions contain NPs rather than NP gaps, even in sentences con-

 taining NP fillers.)

 Examples like (18) are thus a very likely target for a parsing explanation.

 They involve full ambiguities, unlike the ordinary doubtful gap examples.
 And the reasonable assumption that the human sentence parsing

 mechanism is an efficient device predicts that these ambiguities will be

 systematically resolved in the wrong way. Since the X + gap reading will

 be computed and the gap + X reading will not, it is not implausible that

 the ambiguity should be resolved by excluding the gap + X reading from

 the language. But C gives two arguments against this parsing explanation.

 The first argument is based on a misunderstanding. Sentence (37) has

 undergone Heavy NP Shift, leaving a doubtful gap between the verb and

 the following PP. This sentence, unlike (18), is generally judged to be

 grammatical; it doesn't seem to be any less acceptable than other Heavy

 NP Shift examples, even though one may note a tendency to miss the

 doubtful gap on the first pass.

 (37) John drove-into the garage [the tractor that he had stolen].

 But this example does not bear on the XX Extraction Constraint. It

 disambiguation by the input, one can then try to discover which ambiguity resolution
 strategies the parser employs. Empirical evidence must be respected here too, if we have it;
 but if we don't, we can at least consider what the most efficient strategies would be. It is this
 latter kind of speculation that figures in my account of XX constructions.
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 contains just an ordinary doubtful gap. How likely the parser is to detect

 this as a gap when it encounters it depends on how likely it is that drove

 takes an object NP as well as a directional PP. But even if the parser does
 miss the gap at first, the presence of the NP at the end of the sentence

 provides clear evidence that there must have been a gap after the verb. In
 other words, this example involves only a temporary ambiguity, not a full

 ambiguity. The true XX examples, as we have noted, have a full

 ambiguity; the parser will arrive at one well-formed analysis, the X + gap
 analysis, and it would have no reason (at least, no syntactic reason5) to go
 back and compute the gap + X analysis. To summarize: (37) is well-
 formed, but that's fine because the XX Extraction Constraint doesn't
 apply to (37), and nor do the parsing considerations that motivate the
 constraint.

 C's second argument is a clever one, and is much more difficult to
 evaluate. He suggests that the parsing motivation for the XX constraint

 doesn't hold in the case of a sentence like (38), in which the phrase of all

 people would provide the parser with unambiguous evidence that there is a
 gap in the indirect object position.

 (38) *Who did Susan give, of all people, the umbrella?

 Why, then, is (38) just as unacceptable as (18)?
 One general possibility, which we've already had occasion to consider,

 is that a grammatical constraint which is responsive to a parsing problem
 need not be defined over just the constructions in which the parsing
 problem occurs. If this is not a grammatically natural class of con-
 structions, the grammar might opt instead for some other constraint which
 is simpler to formulate even though it excludes some harmless examples
 along with the ones that are difficult to parse. Thus I could have been right

 that the XX configuration is what motivates the constraint against (18),
 but wrong that the constraint is formulated so as to exclude all and only
 XX configurations.6 To support this idea, one would want to show that a

 s Semantic and/or pragmatic oddity might prompt a perceiver to look for an alternative
 analysis. Reliance on these non-syntactic factors might be what differentiates people for
 whom the gap+ X analysis is merely less preferred, from those for whom it is fully
 unacceptable. Ken Wexler (personal communication) has observed that examples like Who
 did you call_a liar? may be more acceptable than examples like Who did you give_the
 umbrella? This is an interesting case, because the alternative analysis Who did you call a
 liar_? would violate a syntactic requirement, rather than just a pragmatic one, on the
 assumption that the second complement to call (unlike give) is not a 'normal' noun phrase
 but is a predicate nominal and hence necessarily inanimate.
 6 C's footnote 18 suggests that he has misunderstood this point.
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 more general constraint, which excludes (38) as well as (18), is at least as

 highly valued as one which excludes only (18).

 I'm not sure that this can be done if the phrase of all people is a
 constituent of the noun phrase that it modifies, rather than a sister to it.

 Let's suppose for a moment that it is a subconstituent of the whole indirect

 object phrase in (38), and let's call the rest of the indirect object the head

 (whether or not this is the proper term for it - the construction is such an

 odd one that it's not clear how to talk about it). Now, C has given examples
 which seem to show that the head can be moved out of the larger NP,

 leaving of all people behind (despite the Left Branch Constraint). And we

 saw above that a constituent can be extracted from an indirect object that

 has undergone Dative Movement. Hence the constraint which excludes

 (38) would have to be a very specific one, which prohibits just the

 extraction of the head from a moved indirect object. And it doesn't seem
 likely that this can be collapsed naturally with the constraint against

 extracting the whole indirect object.

 Things look rather different if we assume instead that of all people is

 some kind of parenthetical phrase which is not inside the indirect object

 noun phrase. C refers to this phrase as a parenthetical, but he also claims

 that it "is attached to the NP because it undergoes Wh-fronting and

 Topicalization with the NP." But his examples, given here as (39), do not

 really demonstrate the attachment.

 (39) a. Who, of all people, did Susan give the umbrella to?

 b. Arlene, of all people, Susan gave the umbrella to.

 If of all people is some kind of floating parenthetical, with a penchant for

 being close to the NP it semantically modifies, (39) is just what we would

 expect. In fact there is some reason for assuming that the parenthetical is

 not inside the noun phrase. It can appear at the beginning of the sentence,

 as in (40), even if this separates it from the NP it semantically modifies.

 (40) a. Of all people, John was chosen to represent the depart-
 ment.

 b. Of all people, they picked John to represent the depart-
 ment.

 c. Of all people, it was John who was chosen to represent

 the department.

 In this respect of all people patterns like a partitive of-phrase, as in Of

 those fish, John wants to eat the largest for dinner. However, as Culicover
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 notes, of all people can also appear separated from the NP at the end of a

 sentence, as in John represented the department, of all people. But this is not
 possible for partitive phrases; consider *John wants to eat the largest for

 dinner, of those fish. The idiomatic of all people thus doesn't seem to be a

 true partitive phrase, and its distribution is freer than that of any other kind

 of phrase except a parenthetical or an adverbial. Moreover, its semantic

 function seems to be most similar to that of certain parentheticals (such as

 would you believe it?) and adverbials (such as to our amazement). While
 admitting that there are still plenty of unresolved puzzles about this

 construction, my tentative conclusion is that of all people is not internal to
 the NP it is semantically construed with; it is a sister, not a daughter, to the

 indirect object in (38).

 This means that prior to extraction (38) contains the sequence NP + of

 all people + NP. And it is imaginable that a constraint which prohibits

 extraction of the first element of a sequence X + X will also prohibit
 extraction of the first element of a sequence X + Y + X, since these

 sequences can be collapsed into X + (Y) + X. I'm not sure exactly how
 this would be handled in a transformational grammar, but in a phrase

 structure system it is fairly clear. I assume that there would be a phrase

 structure rule for the simple Dative verb phrase, and another for the

 Dative verb phrase including the parenthetical, and that these two rules

 would be collapsed by means of parentheses in the usual fashion. In Fodor

 (1983) I argued that the constraints in a generalized phrase structure
 grammar amounts to prohibitions against certain phrase structure rules. If

 rule schemata are included also, then it is understandable- that the XX

 constraint generalizes to X + (1') + X sequences as well - even if some of
 the cases that fit this schema play no part in the parsing motivation for the

 constraint.

 I wouldn't want to bet a great deal of money on this being the right story

 to tell about C's of all people examples, but I do think that the story is good

 enough to keep us from immediately abandoning the XX constraint and

 the account of parsing that underlies it. In any case, as I have argued

 already, abandoning the XX constraint will not save FP from counterex-

 amples such as (26), (31) and (36). It follows that (18) does not provide

 support for W & C's leamability model, at least in its present form.

 4. OTHER EXAMPLES

 In the course of testing his own parsing proposal about the RP examples, C

 cites a number of other examples which contain interactions between two
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 filler+ gap dependencies. C predicts that these constructions will be

 harder to parse, and hence less acceptable, if they contain doubtful gaps
 than if they contain doubtless ones (or none at all). This is a reasonable

 enough prediction, even though we have observed that garden paths due

 to doubtful gaps do not have a very great effect on acceptability

 (particularly if they are the kind of doubtful gaps that the parser does

 detect). However, C claims not only that this prediction is not supported

 by the data, but that many of the acceptability comparisons run completely

 counter to it. I will argue that each of these cases can be satisfactorily

 accounted for.

 First, there is a case in which an example without a gap exhibits a

 parsing problem not present in the corresponding doubtful gap example.
 This parsing problem is severe enough to tip the balance of acceptability

 in the opposite direction. One wouldn't dream of evaluating one proposed

 rule of a grammar in isolation, without considering how it might interact
 with other rules to determine the grammaticality or ungrammaticality of

 various sentences. And we shouldn't expect to be able to evaluate one

 principle of parsing without considering its interactions with others.
 The relevant example is sentence (41), which has a gap after claim

 corresponding to the extraposed sentential complement.

 (41) What did John make the clain-yesterday [that Bill would fix
 tomorrow]?

 C observes that this is a doubtful gap, since nouns only optionally take

 sentential complements, and that therefore (41) should be less natural than

 (42), in which there is no extraposition.

 (42) What did John make the claim that Bill would fix tomorrow

 yesterday?

 In fact, (42) is less natural than (41). C concludes from this that the

 doubtful gap in (41) doesn't make it difficult to parse. But the right
 conclusion is surely that something about (42) makes it very difficult to
 parse; (42) is just awful. What is awful about it is the pile up of adverbs at
 the end; if we delete these, it becomes much more acceptable (not

 perfectly acceptable, because the what has been extracted from a complex
 NP). Furthermore, sentence (43), which does have the two final adverbs, is
 also pretty awful, even though no transformations have applied at all and

 there is no Complex NP Constraint violation.

 (43) John made the claim that Bill would fix the sink tomorrow

 yesterday.
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 The Right Association principle mentioned in section 2 predicts that the

 parser will show a strong tendency to attach both adverbs to the lower
 clause in (42) and (43), though this is not the intended analysis and is

 semantically bizarre. In (41), by contrast, the extraposition of the com-
 plement has the effect of juxtaposing yesterday with the higher clause, so
 the parser will not be garden pathed into atta.ching it to the lower clause.

 The striking contrast in acceptability between these examples is thus

 accounted for, in a way that does not jeopardize C's prediction that

 doubtful gaps should make sentences harder, rather than easier, to parse -
 any effect of the gap in (41) is completely overwhelmed by the adverb
 issue.

 C then considers examples of extraposition of a PP daughter of the verb
 phrase, when the PP is an obligatory argument of the verb and hence

 leaves a doubtless gap, and when the PP is an optional argument and

 hence leaves a doubtful gap. His examples contain various other com-

 plexities and are not well matched, and I don't myself agree with his
 judgements of acceptability. But we can sidestep these worries by con-
 structing properly matched minimal pairs, such as (44) and (45).

 (44) Which sink did John put the dishes so carefully into?

 (45) Which sink did John drop the dishes so carelessly into?

 These sentences are awkward for reasons already mentioned; they contain

 a preposition stranded at the end of the verb phrase. But they don't

 support C's claim that doubtful gap examples are actually better than
 doubtless gap examples, contrary to his original prediction. (45) may be as

 bad as (44) or perhaps a little bit worse, but it is certainly not significantly
 better.

 One last case. C's explanation for the RP examples has to do with a

 parsing delay caused by the presence of a gap inside a filler. In the RP

 examples, the gap-containing filler is to the right of its own gap, but C also

 considers some examples in which the gap-containing filler is to the left of

 its own gap, and he proposes a comparable delay explanation for the
 unacceptability of these cases. But then he presents an example which is

 not unacceptable, and concludes that this explanation must be wrong. The

 unacceptable example is (46); the acceptable one is (47).

 (46) *[How many nice pictures of-] is Albert tough to find-?

 (47) They said that it would be tough to find the pictures, and [tough

 to find-] the pictures were-.
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 If we look just at the relations between fillers and gaps, these two examples

 do exhibit the same configuration, and it seems puzzling that they differ in
 acceptability. However, as I observed in a footnote in Fodor (1983), there
 is a significant difference between them from the point of view of

 Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG), which assumes that a gap
 is dominated by a chain of slashed nodes leading down through the phrase
 maker.

 In a Tough construction, the domain of possible positions for the gap
 consists of the complement clause only; even though the filler is in the

 matrix clause, and c-commands positions in that clause as well as in the
 complement clause, its gap cannot be in the matrix clause. This means that

 the path of slashed nodes leading down to the gap must begin at the top of

 the complement clause. The structure for Albert is tough to find nice
 pictures of is (48), not (49).

 (48) s

 NP VP

 Albert V AP

 .1
 Is A VP/NP

 tough to VP/NP

 V NP/NP

 find NP PP/NP

 A N P t
 I1 I I

 nice pictures of

 (49) * s

 NP VP/NP
 I _

 Albert V AP/NP

 .1

 is A VP/NP

 tough to VP/NP

 V NP/NP

 find NP PP/NP

 A N P t
 .1 I I

 nice pictures of
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 The structure of The pictures were tough to find is (50).

 (50) S

 NP VP

 Det N V AP

 the pictures were A VP/NP

 I
 tough to VP/NP

 V t

 find

 The difference between sentences (46) and (47) is that in the phrase mar-
 ker for (47) the whole path of slashed nodes leading down to the Tough

 gap is included in the constituent that has been fronted, while in the

 ungrammatical (46) the path of slashed nodes has been broken - part of it
 has been fronted and the rest has been left in place. (Of course, the notion

 of 'fronting', and of movement in general, is not. really appropriate in a

 GPSG, but as descriptive terms they are convenient.)

 In GPSG terms, it is easy to formulate a constraint that will block

 examples like (46) but not those like (47). What is prohibited is a slash

 annotation involving a slashed category. In (46), the phrase how many nice

 pictures of is an NP/NP, so the remainder of the sentence, which contains
 the gap for this phrase, must be an S/(NP/NP). Since the slash annotation
 on the S contains a slash, this will be ruled out by the constraint.7 By

 contrast, the fronted constituent in (47) is simply AP; and the remainder of

 the second conjunct is therefore S/AP, which is permissible. Another way
 of stating the constraint is that a linking rule (which introduces the highest

 slashed node that will eventually lead down to a gap) may not introduce a
 slashed node as the filler for a gap. Since the linking rules are basic rules,

 not the output of metarules, and since slashed nodes (other than the

 highest slashed node associated with each filler) are created by the
 metarules, this is exactly what would be expected. Basic rules, including

 linking rules, do not have access to the output of the metarules.

 Whether there is any parsing motivation for this constraint, I don't

 know, but it is interesting to note that the constraint has the effect of

 preserving, at the surface level, the configurational relationships to which

 filler + gap dependencies are sensitive. However, the relationship that is

 7 Note that this constraint will not rule out double-gap constructions such as What are boxes

 easy to store_int_?, where the nodes over the complement must bear two independent slash
 annotations (e.g., VP/NP, NP). This case is formally quite different from (46), which would

 involve categories such as VP/(NP/NP).
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 preserved is not a c-command relationship between a filler and its gap, as

 one might expect in a TG, but the domination relationship between a

 highest slashed node on a path and the gap it leads down to, which as we

 have seen is what would be expected in a GPSG. It might very well be a
 help to the parser to be able to rely on this relationship, but my suspicion is
 that this constraint should be viewed as a consequence of independent

 formal restrictions on grammars rather than a response on the part of the
 grammar to the exigencies of parsing.

 5. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RP AND FP EXAMPLES

 Most of C's examples relating to RP and FP exhibit a gap within a filler

 that has been moved rightward by a bounded rule. What I have argued is

 that there are no clear-cut constraints against such extractions. There are

 indeed some unacceptable examples, which C has drawn attention to. But

 their unacceptability seems to be due to fairly squishy constraints concerned
 with heaviness and markedness. By contrast, a gap within a filler for an

 unbounded (or successive cyclic) leftward movement is unacceptable to a

 much greater degree which suggests downright ungrammaticality. (I have
 discussed here only the Tough Movement example that C presents, but in

 the appendix to his paper he also cites Wh-movement examples from Postal

 (1972). W & C discussed such cases in connection with the Binary Principle
 rather than RP or FP; see footnote 3 above.)

 If this distinction between the two classes of examples should turn out to
 have general validity, one might try to relate it to learnability concerns. In

 the kinds of rule interactions which endanger degree-2 leamability, and
 which must be excluded if W & C's proof is to go through, bounded

 movements have less potential for creating learning errors than un-
 bounded or successive cyclic ones. As Williams (1981) observes: "What
 the Raising principle is meant to do is limit the intercyclic interactions. But

 the rules of PP extraposition and Extraposition from NP do not give rise to
 intercyclic interactions. For example, they cannot be iterated ..." (p. 75).

 Williams goes on to suggest that these bounded rightward movement rules
 are stylistic rules, not transformations, and that stylistic rules are subject to

 several constraints of their own but not to RP.

 In a GPSG, also, there is a formal distinction correlated with the
 difference between examples which cannot have a gap within a filler, and
 those which may as long as heaviness, etc. doesn't get in the way. In this
 framework, unlike Williams', bounded structure-preserving leftward
 'movements' would be grouped together with the bounded rightward
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 'movements'. (The fact that the bounded leftward movements apparently
 don't permit gaps within fillers is no objection, for this would follow from
 the fact that subject phrases are islands.) The relevant distinction, then, is

 between bounded and unbounded dependencies, and this is formally
 reflected in a GPSG in the distinction between phenomena which do and

 do not make use of slashed categories. The rules for bounded phenomena
 (even though we may think of them informally as introducing fillers and
 gaps) are not significantly different in form from the rules for 'untrans-

 formed' constructions. It seems reasonable to suggest that, because these

 rules don't constitute a distinctive formal class, they cannot be restricted

 by any syntactic constraints prohibiting gaps within fillers. But for true

 filler + gap phenomena which involve slashed categories, there are con-

 straints against gaps within fillers. Indeed, for fillers in COMP position,

 one can posit the additional constraint that the whole filler may not be

 gapped (i.e., one can prohibit successive cyclic 'movement' in a GPSG;
 see Fodor (1983) for discussion of Subjacency).

 Such constraints amount to constraints on the linking rules of a GSPG,
 and they can be quite easily formulated. I have already noted that linking
 rules don't have access to the output of the metarules and that this

 excludes fillers which contain a gap for a lower filler. To rule out fillers
 which contain (or consist of) a gap for a higher filler, we could block

 certain applications of the metarules to the linking rules. It would be
 much more interesting, though, if we could show that this constraint also

 follows from the general organization of a GPSG, for example, if we

 could maintain that the metarules can't apply at all to the linking rules.
 Unfortunately, this powerful generalization is too powerful, since it would
 also exclude many of the double filler + gap constructions of the Nested

 Dependency variety, in which the slash annotation for a higher filler passes
 down through the highest slashed node introduced by the linking rule for a
 lower dependency.

 In English, at least, and perhaps in other right-branching languages, we
 might get away with a weaker generalization which subsumes the pro-

 hibition against gaps within the fillers for long-distance dependencies
 under a generalized left branch condition (see Gazdar, 1981). Interes-

 tingly, there are violations of the no-gap-within-a-filler constraint which,
 though far from fully acceptable, seem to be no worse than examples

 which have a gap within a subject phrase, which is also left-branching.

 Sentence (51) has a gap within a filler; sentence (52) has a gap within a
 subject; and any difference in acceptability between them strikes me as
 vanishingly small.
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 (51) That dreary proposal, I can't remember which report about

 I'm supposed to read next.

 (52) That dreary proposal, the latest report about-was supposed to

 be forwarded to the director weeks ago.

 It is clear that there's still plenty of work to be done to pin down the

 correct generalizations about rule interactions. I have tried to show here

 that the data do not support RP and FP. On the other hand, none of these

 observations disproves the general suggestion that learnability con-

 siderations lie behind whatever constraints do hold against gaps within

 fillers; it is just that this claim still needs to be made good. (I will suggest an

 alternative to W & C's approach in the next section.) As for competing

 explanatory claims from the domain of sentence parsing: I am not

 prepared to argue that there are specific parsing problems which motivate

 all such constraints. But I do think this discussion illustrates that, in the
 intricate and uncertain task of sifting intuitions about sentences, and

 deciding which examples to take seriously as indicative of constraints in

 the grammar, it is essential to keep an eye on parsing processes and how

 they might affect acceptability judgements.

 6. SPECULATIONS ON DEGREE-n LEARNABILITY

 Since C has entered the arena of sentence processing, perhaps I may

 venture some remarks about language learning. These will be very

 informal. I cannot offer demonstrations comparable in precision to those

 of W & C and their colleagues. But I would like to air some concerns

 about the general direction of their research, and then suggest a different

 way of looking at the degree-2 learnability issue. Some of what I have to

 say is so unconventional that I wouldn't be surprised to learn that it's
 completely on the wrong track. But if the logic of it does hold up at this

 general level of discussion, then more specific models might be developed

 and subjected to the same kinds of formal scrutiny as W & C's model.

 There are two empirical claims embodied in W & C's program which I

 have no quarrel with at all. As far as my limited knowledge can tell me, it is

 just an empirical fact that natural languages are degree-2 learnable. (Since

 I doubt that this has anything to do with the complexity of a learner's

 input, I consider it a very interesting empirical fact, and I will return to it

 below.) I can also accept that a child does in fact learn his first language on
 the basis of degree-2 data. Suppose we (somewhat over-tidily) define a

 child, for present purposes, as any normal human under six years old,
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 assuming that by this age a person has learned all he is going to learn about

 the target language; the period of plasticity of the brain centers for
 language will be over, and data received after this age will not lead to

 changes in the internalized grammar. By this age, a child has almost

 certainly been exposed, in the literal sense, to sentences with phrase

 markers of degree 3 or 4 or more. But to serve as a datum for grammar

 construction, a sentence must not only be heard; it must also be parsed,

 and probably comprehended as well. In view of the short-term memory
 limitations of children, it seems quite reasonable to conclude that the

 effective data for language acquisition are of degree-2 complexity at most.

 What puzzles me is the assumption that it was therefore necessary for
 Nature to take special steps to guarantee that natural languages are

 degree-2 learnable. What seems to be taken for granted is that there is a

 causal connection between degree-2 effective data and degree-2 learn-

 ability; it is suggested that children are innately equipped with a rich set

 of constraints on grammars precisely in order to tailor the learnability
 properties of languages to the demands of the data bottleneck. But is such

 tailoring really necessary? Suppose evolution hadn't provided infants with

 these innate constraints, i.e., innate formal and substantive constraints

 which guarantee that no new evidence about a language could come to
 light in structures of degree > 2. What would go wrong in such a case?

 Perhaps this is too obvious to mention, but one thing that wouldn't go
 wrong is that some or all people would end up without any language at all.
 To say that a class of languages isn't learnable from certain data is not to

 say that a child exposed to such a language would learn nothing. He would
 presumably set about hypothesizing rules to characterize his input in the

 usual way, and would use them to parse and produce sentences in the usual

 way. It is just that this induction process would not stabilize on a single
 grammar identical (or equivalent) to the one used to generate the input.

 (Perhaps there are some imaginable languages so bizarre by human
 standards that a child couldn't even make a start on inducing any rules,
 e.g., languages whose syntactic categories are quite different from the

 projections of N, V, etc. characteristic of human languages. However,

 previous generations of speakers also wouldn't have been able to learn

 such languages, so the child's input could not in fact be so foreign to his
 analytic abilities.)

 I assume, then, that a child confronted with a language that is not

 learnable from the available data will develop a language, though it will be

 an unstable one and/or an incorrect one. Instability may require the
 learner to engage -in a lot of extra works as he constantly changes his rule
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 system, but it will eventually solve itself if we assume that at a certain age
 he simply stops forming new hypotheses and settles for whatever rules he

 has internalized by then. Thus this problem reduces to the problem of
 incorrectness. So the issue becomes: how disastrous would it be for a child

 to acquire an incorrect grammar?

 Consider first the possibility that the child's final grammar differs from
 the grammars of adult members of the community only in that it lacks a

 rule R which the adults' grammars contain. (Note that this is different

 from the case in which the child has postulated an incorrect rule for

 generating constructions which adults generate with rule R. The latter
 case will be discussed below.) We are to suppose that the lack of rule R in

 the child's grammar is due to the absence of evidence, within his degree-2

 data, that the adult language requires rule R. But this is absurd. The adult
 members of the community were also children once, and our assumptions

 about children entail that they too received only degree-2 input before

 they stopped developing their grammars. It follows that the adult grammar

 could not contain any such rule R. In other words, a child can't make an
 error of omission of this kind, however severe the data bottleneck he has
 to contend with, because the standard of correctness is set by speakers who

 were subject to the very same bottleneck. Suppose we exposed children to

 a language containing a construction generated by a rule R which could

 be induced only from degree-7 input. Assuming that the children have
 access only to degree-2 data, they would inevitably ignore this con-

 struction and not include rule R in their grammars. In other words, the
 first generation of learners would reduce this language to one which

 subsequent generations could learn from degree-2 input (in respect of

 rules like R). And they would do so without the intervention of any special

 constraints on possible grammars; the data bottleneck would do it for

 them.

 This is not, of course, the kind of potential mismatch between children's

 and adults' grammars that the standard learnability theorems focus on.

 They are concerned with the case in which a child does encounter a

 construction in his data, and does posit a rule to account for it, but posits

 the wrong rule. The problem is that he might be able to recognize his

 mistake only by reference to sentences more complex than any in his data

 base for acquisition. His grammar would generate the same simple

 sentences as the target grammar, but it would generate complex sentences

 exhibiting property A, not property B, while the target grammar would
 generate corresponding complex sentences exhibiting property B, not
 property A.
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 To evaluate the seriousness of this possibility we have to unpack it a

 little. First, it clearly cannot arise unless (a) there are two possible ways to

 generate the construction in question, and (b) the child chooses between

 them at random (or on the basis of some incidental factor that could vary
 from child to child). If there were some principle governing his choice, we
 would expect the same principle to have influenced his parents and

 grandparents when they learned the language, and his choice, once again,
 could not constitute an error relative to the grammars of older genera-
 tions.

 Now suppose that our child does choose at random. Then presumably
 his parents and grandparents did the same. But this contradicts the
 presupposition that there is a single correct target grammar which the

 child has failed to identify. Rather, there would be a non-homogeneous

 language community with different speakers employing different gram-

 mars, and the child's grammar would fit within this already existing range
 of variation. Some speakers would utter complex sentences exhibiting
 property A, others would utter corresponding sentences exhibiting pro-
 perty B, and the child would be equally correct whichever he happened to
 opt for.8

 Here too, I'll grant the empirical assumption of the W & C program, viz.,
 that this sort of overt variability on complex sentences doesn't (often?)

 occur. But the question is why it doesn't. I find it hard to believe that it would

 have been so disruptive to human communication that natural selection set
 about eliminating it by designing a special collection of constraints to build

 into our infant brains. Remember that the sentences on which such
 disagreements could arise would have to contain at least 4 clauses. And bear

 in mind, also, that people can in fact understand speakers of other dialects,

 and foreign speakers who make errors. Even if we set aside the possibility
 that some adjustments can be made to an adult's mental grammar, it is clear

 that communication doesn't break down entirely just because people don't
 exactly agree about how to say what. Yet preserving communication seems

 to be the only desideratum that the W & C theory could appeal to as

 motivation for the trouble that evolution is supposed to have taken to make

 language learning possible, without non-homogeneity, from data of low
 degree. There is certainly no logical necessity for a child to acquire exactly

 8 This point still applies if the proposed explanation for degree-2 learnability is not that only
 degree-2 data are available, but that there are too many sentences of higher degree for a
 child to have a reasonable chance of actually encountering all the evidence that is in principle
 obtainable from these more complex sentences. The outcome, as before, would be variability
 within the community about the set of well-formed complex sentences.
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 the same language as his parents.

 To summarize these points: it appears that the avoidance of non-

 homogeneity is the ultimate functional motivation offered for FP, RP and

 all the other learning-related constraints that have been proposed. But it is

 not at all clear that this would constitute a sufficiently powerful factor to

 shape the evolution of the human brain in such specific ways. We can

 never be confident in making pronouncements about the evolution of
 language, but I submit that this account of why natural languages are

 degree-2 learnable is not especially plausible.

 Whether or not the why question has a satisfactory answer, something
 must be said about how variability on complex sentences is kept in check

 by the properties of natural language grammars, for the empirical evi-

 dence indicates that it is. The answer implied by the original W & C

 program (though there are signs of change in the more recent work, as

 indicated in the appendix to C's paper) is that the constraints which

 evolved in response to the threat of such disagreements are constraints

 designed to hide disagreements, rather than constraints designed to

 prevent them.

 The suggestion is that people in fact agree about grammaticality not

 because they all come up with the same rules, but because the differences

 between their rules are guaranteed to have no effect on the sets of

 sentences that are generated. The syntactic tests that would show the

 extent of their disagreement simply don't exist; they are blocked by

 constraints like RP and FP. But is it reasonable to suppose that natural

 languages contain such hidden disagreements? We can suppose that they

 do only in cases where we, as linguists, cannot uniquely determine the

 structure of sentences. And though this may be the case more often than

 we would like, it is surely still a relatively uncommon phenomenon.9 It is
 hard to believe that hiding potential errors is the major way in which

 evolution worked, in order to reduce the variability among speakers that

 could arise if complex constructions were projected from simple data.

 People do, after all, make judgements about constituent structure as well

 as about grammaticality, and they also use prosodic contours that are

 sensitive to structure. Though I have no systematic data to prove it, my

 9 There are, interestingly, some aspects of sentence structure that seem to engender
 considerable uncertainty. The most obvious case in English, I think, concerns the level of
 attachment of the various optional postverbal PPs and adverbs. The 'do so test', for example,
 typically gives very muddy results. But English speakers are apparently content to live with
 this confusion - even though there does exist a test which in principle could serve to
 standardize judgements.
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 guess is that little individual variation is evidenced in. these ways. In other

 words, the facts suggest that if we don't observe disagreements about

 complex sentences due to different choices among rules acquired on the

 basis of simple sentences, this is because UG presents children with very
 few such choices.

 It's all very well to question the presuppositions of W & C's program,

 but is there any more plausible alternative? Is it possible to come up with

 an account which (a) involves preventing rather than hiding dis-

 agreements on complex constructions, and (b) does so without implying
 that Nature was prepared to go to a great deal of effort just for this

 purpose? I would like to outline the beginnings of such an account.

 Specifically, I will argue that mere simplicity considerations go a long way
 towards explaining the fact that languages are learnable from data of low

 degree. What I will assume to be innate is not a set of substantive

 constraints on the form and operation of syntactic rules which conspire to

 produce degree-2 learnability, but simply a restricted mental metalan-

 guage in which the child formulates his observations about the target

 language, and a limit on the size of the grammar he can store. Since any

 theory of grammar must assume some such metalanguage (the medium in

 which grammars are mentally represented), we achieve a more economical

 account of the innate linguistic endowment if we can get away with only

 this, together with some quite straightforward (i.e., symbol counting)

 simplicity ranking for potential rule systems. An incidental, but interes-

 ting, consequence of this approach is that degree-2 learnability may be
 quite unrelated to the supposed degree-2 data bottleneck. Instead, the real

 bottleneck would be the capacity limit on the grammar representation

 centers of the human brain. The prediction (unfortunately untestable) is

 that if the data bottleneck were somehow relieved, natural languages

 would remain degree-2 learnable.

 In developing this suggestion, I will be assuming a modified version of

 the rule format restrictions of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar.'0

 But I will oversimplify at first in order to illustrate the general idea.

 Suppose for the moment that all natural languages have context free (CF)
 phrase structure grammars (not generalized), and that a learner has to

 'O'GPSG format leads itself naturally to this program, because the metagrammar can be
 construed (though this is not standard) as the grammar of the innate metalanguage. See
 Fodor and Crain (in preparation) for futher discussion. But I do not mean to rule out the
 possibility that a transformational system could also exhibit the inverse correlation between
 simplicity and depth of syntactic phenomena that I will be establishing for a phrase structure
 system.
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 induce at least some of the particulars of the rules even if other aspects of

 them are determined by innate restrictions on syntactic categories and rule

 format (such as X-bar theory provides). I shall simply sidestep a great

 many important questions about exactly how a child sets about determin-

 ing the right PS rules for his target language. It will be sufficient for my

 argument if there is some way in which he can establish such facts as that a

 verb can precede its complements, that sentences can have sentential

 subjects, that determiners are optional, and so forth.

 In order to acquire an infinite language, a child must postulate rules for

 matrix clauses, and rules for embedding other clauses within these. And he

 will clearly need data from degree-1 sentences as a basis for formulating

 these rules. But once he has these rules in his mental grammar, they will

 take off on their own and generate clauses embedded within clauses

 without limit. A very simple example of such a grammar is (53).

 (53) S NP VP

 vPP VP Vt S

 S -COMP S

 NP Det N

 If a child 'settled for this kind of grammar, in which deep clauses are
 handled by the same rules as highest clauses, and if older generations of

 speakers did likewise, then the language could be learned from degree-1

 data.

 This claim (and analogous claims below about the learnability of other

 languages) presupposes some specification of the set of alternative gram-

 mars from among which the learner is selecting a grammar for the target

 language. I assume that this set is defined by whatever constraints on rule

 format (e.g., X-bar theory) are innate. I am also assuming, as already
 noted, that the learner is able, somehow, to induce rules from the word

 strings he hears (e.g., that he can determine that the correct grammar is
 one of those which contains the rule VP-- V NP). Now there are two

 possibilities to consider about the set of available grammars. Suppose, first,

 that the innate constraints require all grammars to be like (53) in making

 no distinctions between the internal structure of root clauses and the

 internal structure of embedded clauses. Then it could not be necessary for
 a child to refer to data of degree > 1 in order to select grammar (53) from

 among the alternatives. Now suppose that the innate constraints make no
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 such stipulation, so that the set of alternative grammars includes some like

 (54), in which the properties of embedded clauses cannot be projected

 from those of root clauses.

 (54) Sroot NP VProot

 VP v NP
 VProot V S

 S -~ COMP Semb

 Semb -* NP VPemb

 VPemb {S} V

 NP Det N

 Could the learner still correctly select grammar (53) from this larger set? It
 might appear that he would need access to at least degree-2 data in order

 to find out whether or not he needed to posit special rules for embedded

 clauses (including rules for embedding clauses within them). But this

 wouldn't be so if he - and other generations of learners before him -

 stopped hypothesizing new rules once a recursive grammar had been

 achieved. For then he would end up with a grammar like(53) rather than

 (54), and this would be the right kind of grammar to end up with (because
 his parents did likewise), even though grammars like (54) are not excluded

 by innate linguistic principles.

 This is how the size of the grammars people are capable of internally

 representing can affect learnability. The important point is that (54) is a

 more complex grammar than (53). Other things being equal (e.g., the
 richness of the internal structure of clauses at any level of embedding), a

 grammar which distinguishes clause levels must be more complex than a

 grammar which does not. In order to characterize a syntactic phenomenon

 which appears only in constructions of high degree, the grammar must

 'count' levels of embedding down from the root S node. And the only way
 to make a CF grammar count is to multiply its category symbols and the

 rules for introducing them. Grammar (54) makes embedded clauses

 verb-final at the cost of formally differentiating embedded S and VP nodes

 from those in root clauses. Each level of embedding that needs to' be
 counted will force the addition of several new rules to the grammar. Thus

 grammar (55), which could be learned only from degree-3 data, is even

 more complex than (54).
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 (55) Sroot NP VProot

 VPrt V {N}

 S -*COMP Semb

 Semb NP VPemb

 INP

 Vemb

 Semb COMP S2emb

 S2emb - NP VP2emb

 VP2emb +V NP Semb-

 NP Det N

 Given that the grammar representation centers of the human brain must

 have some finite capacity, we must predict that this kind of 'clause-
 counting' must stop somewhere. It could very well stop with a grammar

 like (53), which doesn't count at all. However, Ross' (1973) Penthouse

 Principle implies that this is not so. The Penthouse Principle states "More

 goes on upstairs than downstairs," or "No syntactic process can apply only

 in subordinate clauses." In other words, root clauses can be special,

 different from subordinate clauses. And though a child can be assured that
 the phenomena that occur in subordinate clauses will be a subset of those

 he has encountered in root clauses,11 he will still need to observe
 embedded clauses (including, possibly, the way clauses embed within

 them) in order to discover which subset of the root clause phenomena they
 contain. This means that (54), rather than (53), is the kind of grammar we

 must expect for natural languages. Notice, however, that Ross' principle

 does not distinguish between once-embedded and twice-embedded

 clauses, as in grammar (55). At least at present I know of no data to

 suggest that natural languages make such a distinction, and this is why I

 conjecture that natural languages are degree-2 learnable.12

 II In keeping with my general goal of assuming no substantive innate principles, I would
 like to be able to impose this subset relation by means of a formal constraint on possible phrase
 structure rules for [ ? root] categories. I believe this can be done.
 12 It may be that a child needs input sentences with two levels of embedding but needs to
 attend only to the existence and position of the lowest clause, not to its internal structural
 properties (since these will be identical with those of clauses at the level above). We might call
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 Why the dividing line should fall between 'penthouse grammars' and

 grammars that count even deeper is a question to which there may be no

 interesting answer. We have no insight a priori into the capacity of the

 language centers. If that is where the limit,happens to fall, then nothing

 more can be said. However, it may not be quite as arbitrary as this. Given

 the existence of penthouse phenomena, we must assume an innate

 predisposition in children to distinguish root nodes from embedded ones,

 despite the fact that this will increase the complexity of the grammar that is

 developed. But we can hardly postulate a tendency to distinguish all nodes
 from each other, for this would preclude the development of a recursive

 grammar. And it is not unreasonable that the tendency to make dis-

 tinctions goes no further than the root/embedded distinction, for we've

 seen that it must stop somewhere, and there is a natural difference between

 a root S node and all others since a root S is the only node that does not

 appear on the right hand side of a rule.13

 This may be all very well as far at it goes, but it doesn't go nearly far

 enough. I'm sure that if it were firmly established that natural language

 grammars contained only standard context free phrase structure rules, no

 one would have become very interested in degree- n learnability problems;

 it is just too easy to see why there would be no degree-n learnable

 languages for high values of n. What creates the real challenge is the

 existence of transformational rules or their analogues in non-trans-

 formational systems such as GPSG. Standard context free phrase struc-

 ture rules are extremely local in their effects. Each rule defines the

 relationship between a mother node and its immediate daughters, and it

 cannot 'see' more distant nodes in a phrase marker. But transformations

 (and their analogues) operate over much larger domains, and they are

 therefore much more likely to create the kinds of phenomena that emerge

 this degree-2- learnability. Languages without 'penthouse' effects would of course be
 degree-1 (or degree-I-) learnable. Degree-1 learnability could be the general case, I think,
 only if there were some innately given restriction on which subset of root clause phenomena
 could occur in non-root clauses. Emonds (1976) is an obvious source of ideas about such
 restrictions, but I will not pursue them here.

 13 Because of the prevalence of recursive rules in natural language grammars, I assume that
 applying 'old' category labels to newly encountered phrases is the form in acquisition, and
 that it is the failure to do this in the case of root and embedded clauses which calls for the
 existence of some special innate instruction. If identification rather than discrimination is the
 unmarked case, we can finesse a potential embarrassment to the grammar complexity
 approach to degree-2 learnability, viz. the possibility that a language might give up richness
 of the rules for within-clause structure to make 'space' for extra rules that distinguish clauses
 at several depths of embedding.
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 only in constructions of high degree. Thus the interesting question is
 whether we can show that simplicity considerations will tend to exclude

 these phenomena, in much the same way as we have observed already for

 standard CF grammars. I will now argue that they will, to a surprising
 extent. (Later I will have to consider the possibility that there are cases
 which slip through the net.)

 Let's consider individual transformations first, before looking at possible
 interactions between them. In Fodor (1983) I suggested that some more or
 less inevitable restrictions on 'transformational' phenomena in a GPSG

 framework would combine with simplicity considerations to do the work of

 Subjacency or the Binary Principle (BP) in helping to make natural
 languages degree-2 learnable. In fact what can be derived is a slightly
 weaker substitute for BP which W & C contemplated

 ... the possibility exists that BP itself is not necessary, that a modification of it might suffice.
 Perhaps transformations can apply indefinitely deep (for example, over variables), but there is
 always a small-degree phrase-maker on which the transformatior could be learned (p. 177).

 That is, BP (or Subjacency) imposes two conditions. One is that movement
 must be successive cyclic rather than truly unbounded. The other is that

 no transformation can be defined so as to apply only across multiple clause

 boundaries. And W & C are suggesting that it might be only the latter that
 is relevant to learnability. They discuss this possibility at some length and

 eventually conclude that, at least relative to their other assumptions, the
 full force of BP is needed for certain kinds of examples. However, it is
 clear that a considerable amount of the work of BP is done by the weaker
 principle, and so it is interesting that this principle emerges naturally in a

 GPSG; it does not have to be independently stipulated as part of a child's
 innate linguistic knowledge.

 What BP restricts is the possible relations between fillers and gaps. In a

 GPSG this breaks down into relations between fillers and their associated
 highest slashed nodes, and relations between these highest slashed nodes
 and the gaps that they dominate. It can be shown that both kinds of

 relations are severely limited by simplicity considerations of the kind we
 applied to (53)-(55) above.

 Grammar (56) is a simple 'slash passing' grammar which generates
 unbounded filler + gap dependencies (though it ignores penthouse
 phenomena for the sake of simplicity of exposition).

 (56) S NP VP S NP S/NP

 NP Det N S/NP -NP VP/NP
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 VP V (NP) (PP) VP/NP V t (PP)

 VP V S VP/NP V S/NP

 PP P NP S/NP COMP S/NP

 S COMP S

 The rule VP/NP - V t (PP) allows a gap to be positioned in direct object

 position in a clause. The rules VP/NP -- V S/NP and S/NP-->COMP

 S/NP allow a gap annotation to be passed down into a subordinate clause.

 Just as in the CF grammars we considered earlier, these rules take off on

 their own; unless specifically restricted in some way, they will automatically
 generate sentences which have a gap in direct object position in an

 embedded clause. In other words, the facts about gaps in embedded

 clauses are projectible, given such a grammar, from the facts about gaps
 in main clauses. If the set of attainable grammars were all of this kind,

 the only thing a child would need to observe about complex sentences, in

 order to determine what gaps they can contain, is whether or not a slash

 annotation can be passed down through sentential nodes at all.
 Now let's modify this grammar so that the facts about gaps in complex

 sentences are not projectible from the facts about gaps in simple sen-

 tences. Grammar (57) determines that only direct object gaps are allowed

 in matrix clauses, but only gaps within prepositional phrases are allowed in

 embedded clauses. Grammar (58) determines that there can be no gaps at

 all in matrix clauses; all gaps must appear at least one clause further down

 than the highest slashed nodes that dominate them."4

 (57) S NP VP
 NP Det N

 VP V (NP) (PP)
 VP V S

 PP P NP

 14 If these grammars are possible even in principle, it cannot be the case that a child acquires,
 or is innately equipped with, a very general metarule which generates all possible slashed node
 rules from basic rules. In Fodor and Crain (in preparation) it is argued that this assumption is
 untenable in any case if negative data are not generally available. Other formal devices are
 proposed to capture the generalizations standardly expressed by the metarules of a GPSG,
 without giving rise to massive overgeneralization. The assumption is thus that each rule of the
 'derived' grammar is postulated individually by the child on the basis of relevant positive
 evidence, and generalizations across rules are extracted post hoc. The metarules, as already

 indicated in footnote 10, are no longer part of the grapnmar for a particular natural language,
 but characterize the innate metalanguage in which particular grammars are formulated.
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 S ~ COMP Semb

 Semb NP VPemb
 VPemb V (NP) (PP)
 S NP S/NP

 S/NP NP VP/NP
 VP/NP V t (PP)

 VP/NP V S/NP
 S/NP > COMP Semb/NP

 SemJNP - NP VPemb/NP
 VPemb/NP V (NP) PP/NP
 PP/NP P t

 (58) S NP VP
 NP - Det N

 VP - V (NP) (PP)

 VP V

 PP P NP

 S COMP Semb

 Semb NP VPemb
 VPemb V (NP) (PP)
 S NP S/NP

 S/NP NP VP/NP

 VP/NP V S/NP
 S/NP . COMP Semb/NP
 Semb/NP NP VPemb/NP
 VPemb/NP V t (PP)

 These grammars are more complex than (56)15 because they have to
 'count' levels of embedding and make the rules for positioning gaps
 dependent on this count. And as we have seen, counting is costly in a
 phrase structure grammar, since it means creating new syntactic cate-
 gories and rules for expanding them. Hence, any tendency for children to
 cut corners in language acquisition, and learn the simplest grammar that
 handles most of the facts they are exposed to, will result over the

 '- I am assuming here a correspondence principle which requires that a grammar which
 contains a slash-passing rule must also contain the corresponding basic rule (i.e., the same
 rule without the slash annotations). This is needed to account for the structural similarity
 between 'transformed' sentences and their 'untransformed' counterparts. I am also assuming
 that the more complex grammars would remain more complex even if the grammar
 representation centers employ rule collapsing conventions; certainly no convention that has
 ever been proposed would reverse these complexity rankings.
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 generations in a tendency towards languages in which the facts about
 transformational gaps are projectible from sentences in which the gap
 appears in the same clause as its highest slashed node."6

 There is only one kind of constraint which discriminates between
 clauses at different levels that is simple to impose within such a grammar.

 This is a constraint which permits a gap in the same clause as its highest
 slashed node but not in lower clauses. To impose this, all we have to do is
 delete the rule VP/NP-* V S/NP or S/NP-* COMP S/NP in (56). The
 ease with which this constraint can be captured seems exactly right, for
 there do exist languages (e.g., Russian) for which filler - gap dependencies
 are clause-bounded, though there are none with the opposite kind of
 restriction exemplified in (58).

 Now we must look at how highest slashed nodes relate to their
 associated fillers. There are two cases to consider here. One case is
 illustrated in (56), where the highest slashed node over a gap is introduced
 as the sister to the filler; that is, the filler and the highest slashed node are

 introduced by one and the same rule. This is one simple way in which a
 grammar can ensure that there will never be a filler without a gap or vice
 versa (without using literal movement to establish the filler + gap cor-
 relation). In this case, then, the linkage between the filler and the highest

 slashed node is maximally local. The other alternative, is for the grammar
 to make use of subcategorization frames to establish the correlation
 between fillers and gaps. A subcategorization frame can require that when
 a filler appears as one argument to a predicate, a slashed category appears
 as another argument. This is the case in Tough constructions. As shown in

 phrase marker (48) above, the highest slashed node is an argument to the

 tough predicate, and so is the associated filler.17 Since subcategorization
 frames are clause-bounded, it follows that the highest slashed node must
 be in the same clause as the filler.

 This line of argument, as given in my 1983 paper, actually requires one

 more step to be complete, and it turns out to involve simplicity con-
 siderations of the kind that are familiar by now. Strictly speaking, a

 16 This argument does not rely on the assumption that children are deprived of some of the
 relevant data, e.g., negative data. If we do assume that negative data are unavailable, the
 tendency towards uniformity of gap distribution in clauses at different levels should be even
 stronger, since there would be nothing at all in the child's input to indicate that the extra
 categories and rules for distinguishing clause levels are needed.
 17 I am making the non-standard assumption that predicates are subcategorized. for their
 subjects as well as for their other syntactic arguments. See footnote 24 of Fodor (1983) for (a
 little) evidence that this is necessary.
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 grammar could associate a filler locally with some special, though not

 slashed, category and then use special rules to ensure that the expansion of

 this category will result at some point - though possibly a distant one - in

 the introduction of a highest slashed node that will dominate a gap. But

 once again, this multiplication of categories and rules would constitute a

 significant increase in the complexity of the grammar, and once again we

 can assume that children will resist postulating them.
 If we put together these observations about fillers, highest slashed

 nodes, and gaps, we can infer that for any construction in which the gap

 appears several clauses removed from its filler, the language must also
 contain a construction in which the gap appears in the same clause as its
 filler or in the next clause down. As noted earlier, this will hold true even if

 it is not an explicit principle of UG.18 All we have to assume is that

 children are so constructed that they will capture filler + gap dependencies
 by means of slash category rules rather than transformational rules, and
 that they will never formulate a rule which introduces a filler without

 guaranteeing it a gap or vice versa. Simplicity then does the rest of the

 work, because in a phrase structure grammar the depth of a syntactic

 phenomenon is highly correlated with the number of rules required to

 capture it. Everything is, in effect, counted down from the top of a phrase

 marker, and since counting is costly, deep phenomena are predicted to be

 rare.

 I turn now to possible interactions between 'transformations' which

 might give rise to phenomena that can only be observed in phrase markers

 of high degree. The particular kinds of examples that W & C's constraints

 are directed against cannot be constructed in a GPSG framework, because

 of the heavy restrictions on the possible positions of fillers in relation to

 highest slashed nodes and gaps, as discussed above. These restrictions

 entail, for example (or almost entail - see footnote 27 of Fodor, 1983), that
 a filler must c-command its gap. Yet a considerable number of W & C's

 examples involve (crucially, I think) a filler which does not c-command its
 gap. One example of this is the first (error-creating) transformation in C's

 example (4) (his numbering). Such a structure could not be generated in a
 GPSG framework. Quite generally, the c-command requirement entails
 that there can be no examples like this in which a filler for one dependency

 (e.g., the constituent A in C's (4)) contains the filler (K in (4)) but not the

 gap for a lower dependency. And we saw in section 4 that there can be no

 18 Note also that in simulating this effect of the Binary Principle we have not had to assume any
 analogue of COMP-to-COMP movement for unbounded dependencies.
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 examples like (46), in which a filler for one dependency contains the gap

 but not the filler for a lower dependency. No special constraints need be

 introduced to rule out these kinds of interaction between 'trans-

 formations'.

 I think there are just two other kinds of interaction that need to be

 considered. One case involves examples like those to which the Nested

 Dependency Constraint applies; two fillers have their gaps within the same

 constituent, and the proper relationship between the two gaps cannot be

 determined on the basis of examples in which either of the filler+ gap

 dependencies occurs alone. The other case involves examples like those to

 which RP and FP are addressed (though I've argued that these constraints

 don't in fact apply to the bounded dependencies in C's examples); here the
 gap for a higher filler + gap dependency might appear within the filler for a

 lower dependency.19 Unfortunately I haven't been ingenious enough

 either to construct a counterexample to degree-2 learnability that might
 arise from such interactions, or to show that there can be no counterex-

 amples. This discussion must therefore end on an inconclusive note. I will

 just sketch out one rather simple example and point out some of the ways

 in which it is limited by general principles of GPSG.

 Suppose there is a dependency which, like Too/Enough Deletion in
 English, always spans two clauses. And suppose we embed one of these

 constructions within another one. This gives us three clauses, i.e., a
 degree-2 construction. Now we could imagine that there are special facts

 for a child to observe about the interaction, such as that the gap for the

 higher dependency must (or mustn't) appear within the filler for the lower
 one. However, we have already seen that these dependencies that span

 two clauses must be governed by subcategorization features, and this

 requires that the filler is in an argument position. At least in the case of
 Tough constructions, as illustrated above, this means that the filler is

 introduced by a 'normal' phrase structure rule without slash categories, a

 rule which also applies in sentences without filler + gap dependencies. And

 19 Even if it is possible to exclude such cases by means of some variant of the Left Branch
 Condition, as suggested in section 5, note that this constraint would follow neither from sim-
 plicity considerations nor from the general format of a GPSG. Like the Nested Dependency

 Constraint (and W & C's constraints), the only way for it to be innate would be for it to be
 explicitly coded in an infant's brain. I certainly don't exclude the possibility of explicit innate
 constraints such as these, but we would have a more interesting and constrained theory of
 innate linguistic knowledge if all constraints could be held to follow just from the properties of
 the innate mental metalanguage for grammar representation. The c-command constraint, for
 example, does so follow, on the assumption that the vocabulary of this metalanguage contains
 'slash' but no comparable symbol for passing filler information down through phrase markers.
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 since constraints in a GPSG take the form of prohibitions against PS rules,

 any such constraint on a filler + gap construction would have to be shared

 by basic constructions. Data exhibiting the interaction are therefore not

 essential after all. Moreover, it is a necessary fact in a GPSG (without

 undue multiplication of categories and rules) that any constraints on gap

 positions for one unbounded dependency must hold for all unbounded

 dependencies involving the same category of gap. This is because once the
 trail of slash annotations begins to travel down through a phrase marker, it

 has no access to information about the kind of filler that triggered it; each

 link in the chain is governed by a single phrase structure rule which can

 'see' no further than one mother node and its daughters. Therefore any

 constraint on the position of an NP gap, say, in an essentially two-clause

 dependency would have to be reflected also in any one-clause NP gap

 dependencies (such as Wh-movement) in the same language.
 I'm well aware that more than these informal comments are needed if it

 is to be shown that mere format restrictions on grammatical rules, together

 with simplicity considerations, would tend to limit rule interactions in a

 way that makes natural languages degree-2 learnable, and would do so

 regardless of whether or not there is a degree-2 data bottleneck. But I

 hope I have been able to give enough initial content to this general idea to

 make it look like a promising approach to pursue in further work.

 If it does turn out to be close to the truth, we will have to give up the

 expectation of finding- a variety of explicit constraints in UG which are
 individually motivated by degree-2 learnability considerations. Instead,

 we should expect to encounter implicit constraints, arising as automatic

 consequences of general restrictions on the kinds (and number) of rules

 that the human brain is capable of representing. It certainly could be the

 case that learnability was one of the factors that gave this format for

 grammars a selective edge over others, but this is not at all the same as the

 claim that learnability was the motivating force behind each particular

 constraint that contributes to learnability. In emphasizing this I am not

 denigrating learnability explanations of natural language design relative to

 parsability explanations, for Crain and Fodor (1984) make an exactly

 parallel point about parsing. What is particularly intriguing is the pos-

 sibility that one and the same kind of grammar facilitates both learning and
 parsing, that if we can succeed in pushing our functional explanations to

 this deeper level, where the whole shape of a grammar is functionally

 motivated, we will find that learnability and parsability considerations

 reinforce each other, even though superfically they may be in competition

 when applied to individual sentences.
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